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health effects studies ≥ 1990s

Air Quality Standards PM10 and PM2.5



PM10

PM2.5

Europe & North America
WHO (2013) review of evidences on health 

aspects of air pollution:

morbidity
mortality

short & long term exposure

cardiovascular effects PM2.5:
-physiological effects and  

biological mechanisms
-new health outcomes:

atherosclerosis
adverse birth outcomes
respiratory diseases 

children
‘cities in the 

dust belt’

PM10

PM2.5

North Africa, Middle East, Asia, 
dust
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PMx  composition

dust10, ~70%  total dust

dust2.5, ~20%  total dust

dust2.5, ~27%  dust10

Rodríguez et al. (2011)

Izaña observatory (Tenerife):health effects 

due to exposure 

to pollutants + 

dust mixing ?



people live in cities and breath a 

cocktail dust + pollutants
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respiratory diseases, Americas



respiratory diseases

Cyprus

Greece

Israel



Respiratory diseases
Aral sea (Uzbekistan)
lung function childrens

pulmonary function children

* Taipei (Taiwan )
chronic obstructive

pulmonary diseases (20%)

Toyama (Japan)

3 cities (New Zealand )

Respiratory diseases (62%)

Seoul (S. Korea)

asthma children

pulmonary function childrenBeijing (China)

Cowie et al. (2010): 1 event NZ

Bennion et al. (2007): 1y UZB

Kanati et al. (2010)

Holyoak et al. (2010): 1 event AUS

Queensland (Aus) asthma

Hong et al. (2010): 1 month CH & SK

Athens (Greece)
asthma children

lung function decrease (masks)

* Chang et al. (2008): 7y TW

Hsieh and Liao (2013): 9 years TW

respiratory clinic visits after dust 

event of children in cities

Trinidad
asthma children

Gyan et al. (2005): 1 year TRINIDAD

Canaries
asthma and COPD

During and a few days after dust events:

-increase in hospitalizations due to respiratory diseases 

(exacerbation)

-paediatric asthma

-COPD: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Diseases 

-reduced lung functions
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cardiovascular, mortality, Spain



cardiovascular, mortality, Italy



cardiovascular, mortality, Asia

...there more studies



Pérez et al. (2012)

-no associated with PM2.5

respiratory & cardiovascular 

mortality is associated with:

Barcelona

 10 µg/m3 of PM10-2.5

 mortality by:

8.4%   Saharan dust days

1.4%   non-Saharan dust days

Pérez et al. (2008)
~25000 deaths

Madrid

-PM10  Saharan dust days, 

 10 µg/m3 of PM10-2.5

 mortality by:

2.8%   in Saharan dust days

0.6%   non-dust days

-associated with PM2.5-10

Jiménez et al. (2010)

Tobias et al. (2011a)

Jiménez et al. (2012)

cardiovascular mortality:

-PM2.5 not Saharan dust 

days, 

Mallone et al. (2011)

Rome

 19.8  µg/m3 PM10 

 cardiac mortality:

9.55%   Saharan dust days

3.50%   no dust days

4 years

 10.8  µg/m3 PM2.5-10 

 cardiovascular mortality:

9.73%   Saharan dust days

0.86%   no dust days

Increase ()

Sajani et al. (2011)

 respiratory mortality

for elderly people (≥75y) 

during Saharan dust events

with respect no dust events.

Emilia Romagna

22% in the whole year
34% in summer

no modification of dust events

on the concentration-response

relationship between PM10 and

daily deaths

4 years

Mortality & cardiovascular diseases



10  µg/m3 PM8 increase:

47 cities (Japan )

Kashima et al. (2012): 5y 

1.4 million targeting people

0.8 % ischemia hearth diseases

2.1%  arrhythmia

Asian dust did not modify

the response of  mortality to 

PM.
> 65y

0.6% heart disease

Chang and Ng (2011): 14y

67% for cardiovascular diseases

Taipei (Taiwan )

compared to pre-dust conditions, 

observed increases in hospital visits:

Chang et al. (2008): 7y 

Asian dust increased 

cardiovascular effects when PM10

> 90 µg/m3

35 % for ischemic heart diseases

20% for cerebrovascular diseases

Athens

Samoli et al. (2011)

association between 

PM10 and  mortality 

is higher during 

no - Saharan dust days

6 years

Traffic related particles 

have  more toxic effects 

than Saharan  dust.

Cyrpus

bulk PM10

Middleton et al. (2008)

10 years

Compared to no dust events,

hospitalizations  during Saharan

dust events were:

-4.8% higher  for all-causes

-10.4% higher for 

cardiovascular  diseases

bulk PM10

Mortality & cardiovascular diseases



During dust events in urban areas:

PM10 , PM2.5-10

PM2.5

 association with cardiovascular mortality

 no association with mortality

response of mortality to increases in PM10 and/or PM2.5-10 during dust changes city to city

short term exposure

Mortality & cardiovascular:

-What is the origin of the relationship between dust and cardiovascular 

mortality ?

(disease, mechanism)
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people live in cities and breath a 

cocktail dust + pollutants

Some considerations:
1. Levels of local urban & industrial pollutants may be higher

during dust-days than during none-dust-days

2. Exposure to dust+pollutants may be worse than simple exposure

to dust



Tenerife, Canary Islands
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B) sea salt

vehicle 

exhausts

oil refinery
ships

dust

350

PMx = pollutants + dust

there is more pollution when there is 

dust due to:

-Adverse meteorological conditions for 

dispersion of pollutants during dust 

events

(observed in Mediterranean and Atlantic 

cities)-Reaction of local urban/industrial 

pollutants with dust, resulting in dust 

coating by pollutants (sulphate, nitrate, 

etc.)

heterogeneous reactions between dust and pollutants

HNO3 + CaCO3 [dust]   CaNO3 + .....

H2SO4 + CaCO3 [dust]   CaSO4 + .....

coating of find and coarse dust particles by pollutants
reactivity of the surface of dust particles



people live in cities and breath a 

cocktail dust + pollutants

Some considerations:
1. Levels of local urban & industrial pollutants may be higher

during dust-days than during none-dust-days

2. Exposure to dust+pollutants may be worse than simple exposure

to dust

2 example studies



a 7y study:

In Taiwan, an increase in children respiratory clinic 

visits is observed just after Asian dust events. 

However, the relative increase is higher in urban 

than in rural areas.

Yu et al. (2013). Environ. Int (54), 35-44.

Does the presence of pollutants increase 

the sensitivity to dust exposure ? 

Then, emissions of urban and industrial 

pollutants should be reduced during dust 

days

Study 1



Study 2
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Health effects

3. Heart diseases observed in urban areas of European-Mediterranean and Asia.

Europe, North America and Asia  PM10 and PM2.5 = pollutants 

dust belt (North Africa, Middle East, West Asia to Asia ) 

 PM10 and PM2.5 = dust + pollutants 

1. health effects in the context of air quality

2. Respiratory diseases. Short time effects
-increase in hospitalizations due to respiratory diseases 
(exacerbation)

-paediatric asthma
-COPD: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Diseases 
-reduced lung functions

-increase in hospitalizations due to cardiovascular diseases

PM10 and PM2.5-10: association with cardiovascular mortality

-response of mortality to increases in PM10 and/or PM2.5-10 during dust changes city to city

-mechanisms by which dust exposure increase cardiovascular mortality is still unknown.

More Research is needed   countries  of the dust belt plays a key role



Longueville et al. (2010)

number of scientific papers on the impact of dust on air quality 1999-2009

2% Middle East

1)  49%  Asian dust
China, Taiwan,

Southern Korea

Gobi desert

1% North African countries

2) 39%  North African dust

37%  Europe

23%  Spain

9% North America

1% Latin America

Oceania
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Tanaka and Chiba (2006)

Longueville et al. (2010)

dust belt

12ºN (Sahel) to 40ºN (China) 

European part of the Mediterranean: pollutants + dust (20 – 30 μg/m3)

Asia: pollutants + dust (80 – 100  μg/m3)

North Africa + Middle East + West Asia: pollutants + dust ( 100 – 1000  μg/m3)

Dust concentrations are much higher in North Africa, Middle East and

Western Asian cities

 Implication to health effects, differentiated with respect to Europe

 More research and measurements needed in the dust belt



What we know about the impact of air pollutants and anthropogenic - PM 

Comparison to dust



What we know about the impact of air pollutants and anthropogenic - PM 

Comparison to dust

1. Studies focused on understanding the mechanisms by which PM-pollution

cause hearth diseases: 



What we know about the impact of air pollutants and anthropogenic - PM 

Comparison to dust

2. Studies focused on identifying the profile of people that may suffer

a cardiovascular disease in the short term exposure due to air pollution:

Patients that had suffered an cardiovascular 

event, and were then exposed to high 

levels of black carbon, suffered an new 

event in the next 30 days and presented 

high levels of Serum malondialdehyde –a bio 

marker indicative of oxidative stress-

patients with acute coronary syndromes may 

be especially vulnerable to black carbon 

exposure

This research is needed for dust in the the dust belt cities



thank you


